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ABSTRACT: The article deals about the possibilites of entering to foreign trades with special 
atention on Small and Medium Enterprises and most of pre-entering steps the management have to 
make. It shows on pracitce example what informations managers need and must consider before enter 
to foreign trade. 
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I INTRODUCTION I\ 
The Small and Medium - sized Enterprises (SMEs) are creating important element in economic 
systems of economicaly advanced countries. Among positives contributions of this enterprises belong 
the creation of healthy entrepreneurial environment, in a way that they are escalating the dynamic of 
market by filling up marginall segment of market, which seemed to be unattractive for bigger 
enterprises. Often plays the role of subsuppliers of big enterprises. They are able of absorb the mayor 
part of labour forces lost by big enterprises and by this way reducing adverse effects of structural 
changing in national economy. The great contribution is their decentralized actuating that is leading 
to the development of regions · and smaller cities and municipalities. But their can often have 
problems with entering to foreign trades because of their specific characteristics. Practice example is 
representing SME and its decision ;:tbout entering to foreign market. 
2' CLASIFICATION AND IMPORTANCE OF SME's 
The category of Medium Enterprises is made up of enterprises which employ fewer than 250 
persons and which have an annual tumover not exceeding 50 million euro, and/or an annual balance 
sheet total not exceeding 43 million euro. New defenition of European Union also contains the part 
about autonomy of SMEs. 
Both types must fill up the rule about their autonomy. This rule says that the enterprise is 
aoutonomous if it is totally independent or it has a holding of less than 25 % of the capital or voting 
rights in one or more other enterprises and/or outsiders does not have a stake of 25% or more of the 
capital or voting rights in this enterprise. [6] 
The importance of SMEs for czech economy and economy of EU is very crucial. SMEs are 
employing 62,2ro/o of all economically activ persons in the Czech Republic in EU this rate runs to 
66,7 %. Iťs making 99,8 % of total number of enterprises, that are actuating in czech market, in 
european market the rate is the same. [7] 
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